In this paper, we study a model describing the displacement of a linearly elastic flexural shell subjected to given dynamic loads from the computational point of view. The model under consideration takes the form of a set of hyperbolic variational equations posed over the space of admissible linearised inextensional displacements, and a set of initial conditions. Since the original model is not suitable for the implementation of a finite element method, we conduct the experiments on the corresponding penalised model. It was recently shown that the solution to such a penalised model is a good approximation of the solution to the original model. Numerical tests are therefore conducted on the the penalised model; the approximation of the solution to the penalised model is obtained via Newmark's scheme, which is then implemented and tested for shells having the following middle surfaces: a portion of a cylinder and a portion of a cone. For the sake of completeness, we also present the results of the numerical tests related to a model describing the displacement of a linearly elastic elliptic membrane shell under the action of given dynamic loads.
Introduction
Flexural shells are widely used in many applicative fields, such as physics, engineering and material science. Some remarkable applications involving the usage of such shells are: reinforced oil palm shell and palm oil clinker concrete beams [1] , smart composite shell panels [2] , functionally graded spherical shell panels [3] , anisogrid lattice conical shells [4] and reinforced eco-friendly coconut shell concrete [5] . Because of its wide range of applications, the theory of flexural shells is one of the most important branches in mathematical elasticity.
Unlike the static case, which was addressed by Ciarlet and his associates elsewhere [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , there are very few references about the time-dependent case. In this direction we cite, for instance, Xiao [19, 20] .
To our best knowledge, there are no references that treat the numerical simulation for well-established models describing the dynamics of flexural shells.
In Section 2, we present some geometric and analytical background; in Section 3, we formulate the problem describing the displacement of a flexural shell when it is subjected to given dynamic loads; in Section 4, we formulate the corresponding penalised problem, which is easier to treat in the context of numerical simulation, we recall the result establishing the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the model under consideration, and we analyse the convergence of the solution of the penalised model to the solution of the original model; in Sections 5 and 6, we rigorously state the algorithm that implements Newmark's scheme for the penalised problem and we discuss the convergence of the approximate solution it outputs to the solution of the original model; finally, in Sections 7, 8 and 9, we perform numerical experiments in the case where the middle surface of the linearly elastic shell under consideration is a portion of a cylinder, a portion of a cone, and a spherical cap, respectively.
Geometric preliminaries
For details about the classical notions of differential geometry recalled in this section, see, e.g., Ciarlet [21, 22] .
Greek indices, except e and n, take their values in the set f1, 2g, while Latin indices, except when they are used for indexing sequences, take their values in the set f1, 2, 3g, and the summation convention with respect to repeated indices is systematically used in conjunction with these two rules. The notation E 3 designates the three-dimensional Euclidean space; the Euclidean inner product and the vector product of u, v 2 E 3 are denoted u Á v and u^v; the Euclidean norm of u 2 E 3 is denoted u j j. The notation d j i designates the Kronecker symbol.
Given an open subset O of R n , notation such as L 2 (O), H m (O) or H m 0 (O), m ø 1, designates the usual Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces, and the notation D(O) designates the space of all functions that are infinitely differentiable over O and have compact support in O. The notation Á k k X designates the norm in a normed vector space X . The dual space of a vector space X is denoted X Ã . Spaces of vector-valued functions are denoted with boldface letters. Lebesgue-Bochner spaces defined over a bounded open interval I (cf. Leoni [23] ), are denoted L p (I; H), where H is a Banach space and 1 ł p ł '. The notation Á k k 0, O designates the norm of the Lebesgue space L 2 (O), and the notation Á k k m, O , designates the norm of the Sobolev space H m (O), m ø 1. The notation Á k k L p (I;H) designates the norm of the Lebesgue-Bochner space L p (I; H). The notation _ h and € h denotes the first weak derivative with respect to t 2 I and the second weak derivative with respect to t 2 I of a scalar function h defined over the interval I. The notation _ h and € h denotes the first weak derivative with respect to t 2 I and the second weak derivative with respect to t 2 I of a vector-valued function h defined over the interval I.
A domain in R n is a bounded and connected open subset O of R n , whose boundary ∂O is Lipschitzcontinuous, the set O being locally on a single side of ∂O.
Let v be a domain in R 2 , let y = (y a ) denote a generic point in v and let ∂ a :¼ ∂=∂y a and ∂ ab :
are linearly independent at each point y 2 v. Then the image u(v) of the set v under the mapping u is a surface in E 3 , equipped with y 1 , y 2 as its curvilinear coordinates. Given any point y 2 v, the vectors a a (y) span the tangent plane to the surface u(v) at the point u(y), the unit vector
is normal to u(v) at u(y), the three vectors a i (y) form the covariant basis at u(y) and the three vectors a j (y) defined by the relations a j (y) Á a i (y) = d j i form the contravariant basis at u(y); note that the vectors a b (y) also span the tangent plane to u(v) at u(y) and that a 3 (y) = a 3 (y).
The first fundamental form of the surface u(v) is defined by means of its covariant components
or by means of its contravariant components
Note that the symmetric matrix field (a ab ) is the inverse of the matrix field (a ab ), that a b = a ab a a and a a = a ab a b , and that the area element along u(v) is given at each point u(y), y 2 v, by ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a(y) p dy, where
Given an immersion u 2 C 2 (v; E 3 ), the second fundamental form of the surface u(v) is defined by means of its covariant components
and the Christoffel symbols associated with the immersion u are defined by
The Gaussian curvature at each point u(y), y 2 v, of the surface u(v) is defined by
(the denominator in this relation does not vanish, since u is assumed to be an immersion). Note that the Gaussian curvature k(y) at the point u(y) is also equal to the product of the two principal curvatures at this point. A surface u(v) defined by means of an immersion u 2 C 2 (v; E 3 ) is said to be elliptic if its Gaussian curvature is everywhere . 0 in v or, equivalently, if there exists a constant k 0 such that 0\k 0 ł k(y) for all y 2 v:
Given an immersion u 2 C 2 (v; E 3 ) and a vector field h = (h i ) 2 C 1 (v; R 3 ), the vector field
can be viewed as a displacement field of the surface u(v), thus defined by means of its covariant components h i over the vectors a i of the contravariant bases along the surface. If the norms
is also an immersion, so that the set (u + h i a i )(v) is also a surface in E 3 , equipped with the same curvilinear coordinates as those of the surface u(v), called the deformed surface corresponding to the displacement fieldh = h i a i . One can then define the first fundamental form of the deformed surface by means of its covariant components
and the second fundamental form of the deformed surface by means of its covariant components
The linear part with respect toh in the difference (a ab (h) À a ab )=2 is called the linearised change of metric tensor associated with the displacement field h i a i , the covariant components of which are then given by
The linear part with respect toh in the difference (b ab (h) À b ab ) is called the linearised change of curvature tensor associated with the displacement field h i a i , the covariant components of which are then given by
Let us now recall the definition of the time-dependent version of the linearised change of metric tensor g ab . Consider the operator
for almost all t 2 (0, T ). This operator is well-defined, linear and continuous (cf. Piersanti [24] ). Let us also recall the definition of the time-dependent version of the linearised change of curvature tensor r ab . Consider the operator
for almost all t 2 (0, T ). This operator is clearly well-defined, linear and continuous (cf. Piersanti [24] ).
A natural model for time-dependent flexural shells
Let v be a domain in R 2 with boundary g, and let g 0 be a non-empty relatively open subset of g. Let I be an interval of the form (0, T ), with T \'.
For each e . 0, we define the sets
we let x e = (x e i ) designate a generic point in the set O e , and let ∂ e i :¼ ∂=∂x e i . Hence, we have x e a = y a and ∂ e a = ∂ a . Define, also, the set G e 0 :¼ g 0 × ½Àe, e, which is thus a subset of the lateral face of the undeformed reference configuration.
In all that follows, we are given an injective immersion u 2 C 3 (v; E 3 ) and e . 0, and we consider a shell with middle surface u(v) and with constant thickness 2e. This means that the reference configuration of the shell is the set Θ(O e ), where the mapping Θ : O e ! E 3 is defined by
Note that the injectivity assumption is made here for physical reasons, but that it is otherwise not needed in the proofs. One can then show (cf. Theorem 3.1-1 of Ciarlet [21] or Theorem 4.1-1 of Ciarlet [22] ) that, if the thickness e . 0 is small enough, such a mapping Θ 2 C 2 (O e ; E 3 ) is a C 2 -diffeomorphism from O e onto Θ(O e ); hence, it is, in particular, an injective immersion, in the sense that the three vectors
are linearly independent at each point x e 2 O e ; these vectors then constitute the covariant basis at the point Θ(x e ), while the three vectors g j, e (x e ), defined by the relations g j, e (x e ) Á g e i (x e ) = d j i , constitute the contravariant basis at the same point.
It will be implicitly assumed in what follows that the immersion
We henceforth assume that the shell is made of a homogeneous and isotropic linearly elastic material and that its reference configuration Θ(O e ) is a natural state, i.e., is stress free. As a result of these assumptions, the elastic behaviour of this elastic material is completely characterised by its two Lameć onstants, l ø 0 and m . 0 (see, e.g., Section 3.8 in Ciarlet [25] ). The positive constant r designates the mass density of the shell per unit volume. We also assume that the shell is subjected to applied body forces whose density per unit volume is defined by means of its contravariant components f i, e 2 L ' (0, T ; L 2 (O e )), i.e., over the vectors g e i of the covariant bases; to applied surface forces whose density per unit area is defined by means of its contravariant components h i, e 2 L ' (0, T ; L 2 (G e þ [ G e À )), i.e., over the vectors g e i of the covariant bases; and to a homogeneous boundary condition of place along the portion G e 0 of its lateral face, i.e., the admissible displacement fields vanish on G e 0 . For almost all t 2 (0, T ), we can thus define the contravariant components p i, e (t) of the vector p e = (p i, e ) over the vectors a i of the covariant bases by
where the symbol ∂ n denotes the outer unit normal derivative operator along g. The space V K (v) is the one used for formulating the two-dimensional equations governing Koiter's model (see the series of papers by Koiter [26, 27] , Ciarlet and Lods [11] and Ciarlet and Piersanti [17, 18] ).
Next, we define the fourth-order two-dimensional elasticity tensor of the shell, viewed here as a twodimensional linearly elastic body, by means of its contravariant components
a ab a st + 2m a as a bt + a at a bs À Á :
Following the terminology proposed in Section 6.1 of Ciarlet [21] , a linearly elastic shell is said to be a flexural shell if the following two additional assumptions are satisfied: first, length g 0 . 0 (an assumption that is satisfied if g 0 is a non-empty relatively open subset of g, as here), and second, the following space of admissible linearised inextensional displacements:
contains non-zero functions, i.e.,
Classical examples of flexural shells are, for instance, cylindrical shells, conical shells and plates (see, respectively, Figures 6.1-1, 6.1-2, and 6.1-3 of Ciarlet [21] ).
To begin with, we state a crucial inequality that holds for general surfaces.
This inequality, which is given by Bernadou and Ciarlet [28] and was later improved by Bernadou et al. [29] (see also Theorem 2.6-4 of Ciarlet [21] ), constitutes an example of a Korn inequality on a general surface; it constitutes a ''Korn inequality'' in the sense that it provides a basic estimate of an appropriate norm of a displacement field defined on a surface in terms of an appropriate norm of a specific 'measure of strain' (here, the linearised change of metric tensor and the linearised change of curvature tensor) corresponding to the displacement field under consideration.
A natural formulation of a set of time-dependent two-dimensional equations ('two-dimensional' in the sense that they are posed over the two-dimensional subset v) can be derived by slightly modifying the model proposed by Xiao [20] , who studied time-dependent Koiter's shells.
Let us introduce Problem P e F (v), which constitutes the point of departure of our analysis.
that satisfies the following variational equations
, in the sense of distributions in (0, T ), and that satisfies the following initial conditions
We say that z e is a weak solution of
if z e satisfies the variational equations of Problem P e F (v) in the sense of distributions in (0, T ), and also satisfies the initial conditions (1) .
We say that z e is a strong solution of
if z e satisfies the variational equations of Problem P e F (v) in the sense of distributions in (0, T ), and also satisfies the initial conditions (1) . Let us recall that the existence and uniqueness of a strong solution to Problem P e F (v) has been established in Theorem 4.1 of Piersanti [24] . The proof was obtained by generalising a classical argument, which can be found in Lions [30] .
Penalisation of the considered problem
To fix the ideas, from now onward, we identify L 2 (v) and L 2 (v) with their respective dual spaces, and we equip them with the following inner products:
It is worth mentioning that these inner products are also conventionally denoted by the symbols
A possible way to prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions of Problem P e F (v) without relying on the abstract functional spaces introduced in Section 4 of Piersanti [24] (see also Lions [30] ), involves adapting the penalty scheme described in Chapter II, Section 4 of Brezzi and Fortin [31] (see also Ciarlet [32] ) to formulate an alternative problem posed over the function space V K (v), which does not take into account the constraint appearing in the definition of the space V F (v).
Observe first that V K (v) is dense in L 2 (v) and that the following chain of compact embeddings holds:
Let k . 0 denote the penalty parameter and let us introduce the corresponding 'penalised' problem P e F, k (v).
Problem P e F, k (v). Find a vector field z e k = (z e i, k ) :
for all h 2 V K (v), in the sense of distributions in (0, T ), and which satisfies the initial conditions (1) . Ä
We say that z e k is a weak solution of Problem
if z e k satisfies the variational equations of Problem P e F, k (v) in the sense of distributions in (0, T ), and also satisfies the initial conditions (1) .
We say that z e k is a strong solution of Problem
For each k . 0, let us define the bilinear form a k :
The bilinear form a k ( Á , Á ) is continuous over the space V K (v), i.e., there exists a constant C k . 0, which depends on k, such that
For k . 0 sufficiently small (recall that the small parameter e . 0 is fixed), the uniform positive-definiteness of the elasticity tensor of the shell (a abst ) (cf. Theorem 3.3-2 of Ciarlet [21] ) and Korn's inequality on a general surface (Theorem 1) give the existence of a constant c . 0 such that
Let us recall that Problem P e F, k (v) admits a unique strong solution (see, e.g., Theorem 5.1 of Piersanti [24] ). Theorem 2. Problem P e F, k (v) admits a unique strong solution z e k 2 C 0 (½0, T ; V K (v)) \ C 1 (½0, T ; L 2 (v)). Ã
Letting k ! 0, we obtain that the family (z e k ) k . 0 of solutions to Problem P e F, k (v) converges to the unique strong solution z e of Problem P e F (v), with the following modes of convergence (cf. Theorem 6.1 of Piersanti [24] ):
The main existence and uniqueness result can then be rigorously stated.
Theorem 3. Problem P e F (v) admits a unique weak solution z e . Ã
Semi-discretisation in space by means of a conforming finite-element method
In this section, we rigorously present a suitable finite-element method to approximate the solution of Problem P e F;k ðvÞ. Following Ciarlet [33] and Brenner and Scott [34] , we recall some basic terminology and definitions. In what follows, the letter h denotes a quantity approaching zero. We denote by (T h ) h . 0 a family of triangulations of the domain v, henceforth assumed to be polygonal, made of triangles and we let T denote any element of such a family. Let us first recall, following Ciarlet [33] and Brenner and Scott [34] , the rigorous definition of finite element in R n , where n ø 1 is an integer.
A finite element in R n is a triple (T , P, N ) where:
1. T is a closed subset of R n with a non-empty interior and a Lipschitz-continuous boundary. 2. P is a finite dimensional space of real-valued functions defined over T . 3. N is is a finite set of linearly independent linear forms N i , 1 ł i ł dim P, defined over the space P.
By definition, it is assumed that the set N is P -unisolvent in the following sense: given any real scalars a i , 1 ł i ł dim P, there exists a unique function g 2 P, which satisfies
It is worth mentioning that each well-defined finite element satisfies the following requirement (cf., e.g., page 79 of Ciarlet [33] ):
It is henceforth assumed that the degrees of freedom, N i , lie in the dual space of a function space larger than P, for instance, a Sobolev space (see Brenner and Scott [34] ). For brevity, we shall conform our terminology to the one of Ciarlet [33] , calling the sole set T a finite element. Define the diameter of any finite element T as follows:
jx À yj:
Let us also define There is, of course, an ambiguity in the meaning of h, which was first regarded as a parameter associated with the considered family of triangulations, and which next denotes a geometric entity. Nevertheless, in this paper, we have conformed to this standard notation (cf., e.g., Ciarlet [33] ). In the rest of this section, the parameter h is assumed to be fixed.
The spatial variable is discretised by means of the finite-element method presented in Ciarlet [33] . We use a triangle of type (1) for approximating the tangential components z e a, k of the sought displacement vector field, and a conforming C 1 finite element, more specifically, a Hsieh-Clough-Tocher triangle, for approximating the transverse component z e 3, k of the sought displacement vector field. In what follows, the notation P k (K), k ø 1, designates the space formed by the restriction to a triangle K 2 T h of all the polynomials of degree ł k in two variables.
Let us now rigorously introduce the finite-element spaces that will be exploited to numerically approximate the solution to the model under consideration. Define
h h is C 1 À continuous at each interior vertex, ∂ n h h is continuous at each mid-point of the interior edge, h h = 0 at each vertex that belongs tog 0 , ∂ n h h = 0 at each mid-point that belongs to g 0 g:
Let us introduce the semi-discrete approximate problem corresponding to Problem P e F;k ðvÞ, which is denoted in what follows by P k F, h . We drop the dependence on the parameter e to keep the notation easy. It should, however, be observed that the solution to P k F, h also depends on e. Problem P k F, h . Find a vector field z k h = (z k i, h ) : ½0, T ! V h that satisfies the following system of ordinary differential equations with respect to the variable t:
for all h h 2 V h , and that satisfies the initial conditions
where z 0, h is the projection of the given vector field z 0 onto the space V h with respect to the standard inner product of V K (v), while z 1, h is the projection of the given vector field z 1 onto the space V h with respect to the L 2 (v) inner product (cf., e.g., page 13 of Piersanti [24] ). Ä
We then have that the following existence and uniqueness result holds (cf. Theorem 8.4-1 of Raviart and Thomas [35] or Section 14.5 of Quarteroni and Valli [36] ). 
Total discretisation in time
The total discretisation in time of Problem P k F, h is performed using Newmark's scheme for hyperbolic equations (cf., e.g., Newmark's seminal paper [37] and Chapter 8 of Raviart and Thomas [35] ).
Let us consider a division of the interval ½0, T made of N points, where N is any positive integer. Define the time step Dt :¼ T =N , the time instant t n :¼ nDt, the approximations z n, k h ' z k h (t n ) and the vectors p n :¼ p e (t n ) 2 L 2 (v), where n = 0, . . . , N .
We can then exhibit Newmark's scheme corresponding to Problem P k F, h . Algorithm. For each n = 0, . . . , N À 2, find z n h 2 V h such that
where b and g are given non-negative real constants (cf., e.g., Section 8.5 of Raviart and Thomas [35] ). The vector field z 1, k h is obtained as the unique solution of the following variational equations
for all e h 2 V h :
Observe that the constants b and g cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Indeed, following Section 8.6 of Raviart and Thomas [35] , the stability of Newmark's scheme is achieved when g .
We recall that if
then the validity of extra specific stability conditions must be verified (cf., e.g, Theorems 8.5-1 and 8.6-1 of Raviart and Thomas [35] ).
Let us now discuss the convergence of the proposed algorithm in the case where the constants b and g are chosen as in equation (6), the stability condition (8.6-30) in Theorem 8.6-2 of Raviart and Thomas [35] holds, and the solution to Problem P e F, k (v) is more regular with respect to the variable t, i.e.,
Under these additional assumptions, for each n = 0, . . . , N , we obtain the following estimate:
This shows that, if h and k are sufficiently small, each approximate solution z n, k h output by equations (4) and (5) , with n = 0, . . . , N , is a good approximation (in the sense of the L 2 (v) norm) of the solution z e of Problem P e F (v) evaluated at the time instant t n , again with n = 0, . . . , N . We also observe that, under additional regularity assumptions, the latter estimate can be improved (cf., e.g., Theorem 8.7-2 of Raviart and Thomas [35] ).
Numerical experiments: cylindrical shells
We conduct our first set of numerical tests in the case where the middle surface of the flexural shell under consideration is a portion of a cylinder (Figure 1) .
We consider a domain v shaped as follows:
v :¼ (y 1 , y 2 ) 2 R 2 ; 0\y 1 \p and 0\y 2 \1 È É , where g 0 , the region of the boundary at which the clamping occurs, takes the form
In curvilinear coordinates, the middle surface is given by the mapping u defined by This means that the displacement field vanishes along one generatrix of the corresponding cylindrical surface. As initial conditions in Problem P e F (v), we take z 0 = z 1 = 0. Then the covariant basis of the tangent plane to u(v) at the point u(y 1 , y 2 ) is given by a 1 = (À r sin y 1 , r cos y 1 , 0), The contravariant components of metric tensors on u(v) are given by a 11 = r À2 , a 12 = a 21 = 0, a 22 = h À2 , so that we obtain the following a 1 = a 11 a 1 = Àr À1 sin y 1 , r À1 cos y 1 , 0 À Á , a 2 = a 22 a 2 = 0, 0, h À1 À Á :
Since ∂ 1 a 1 = (À r cos y 1 , À r sin y 1 , 0), ∂ 2 a 1 = (0, 0, 0),
the covariant and mixed components of the second fundamental form of u(v) are given by
The Christoffel symbols of u(v) are given by In what follows, we take r = 0:20m, h = 0:40m (cf. Goncalves et al. [38] ). We take the Young modulus as in Goncalves et al. [38] , i.e., E = 2:1 × 10 11 Pa, ð7Þ and the Poisson ratio as (cf. Goncalves et al. [38] )
Since the Lame´constants, the Young modulus (7) and the Poisson ratio (8) are related as
so that, substituting equations (7) and (8) into equation (9), we obtain l = 1:21 × 10 11 Pa, m = 8:08 × 10 10 Pa:
The mass density per unit volume of the shell is taken as in Goncalves et al. [38] , i.e., r = 7:85 × 10 3 kg=m 3 :
For the time being, we set the penalty parameter k equal to 10 À6 , and g = 0:6.
To recapitulate, the parameters used in the experiments that output We implement Newmark's scheme (equations (4) and (5)) by means of the software FreeFem++ (see Hecht [39] ), and we visualise the results using ParaView (see Ahrens et al. [40] ).
In our experiments, we use a mesh made of 2700 elements, as displayed in Figure 2 . We consider the following dynamic loads p 1, e (t, y 1 , y 2 ) = 0, p 2, e (t, y 1 , y 2 ) = 0, p 3, e (t, y 1 , y 2 ) = 20ty 1 :
The deformations of the cylindrical shell under consideration at different time instants are shown in Figure 3 , for a time step Dt = 0:01 s. The colour scale is indicated by the vertical gauge on the right-hand side of each mesh. The generatrix on the left part of the displayed cylinders corresponds to the clamped part of the boundary. In the following implementation, we applied a scaling factor of order 1000 in ParaView, to visualise a more progressive evolution of the displacement field magnitude.
In Tables 1, 2 Tables 4, 5 and 6 report the evaluations of the norms k z n, k h À z n, k 0 h k L 2 (v) , i.e., the L 2 (v)-residuals of the approximate solutions evaluated at the same time instant t n , constructed using the same mesh size h, but corresponding to different values k and k 0 of the penalty parameter.
The purpose of Tables 4, 5 and 6 is to numerically confirm that for all time instants t n , the sequence (z n, k h ) k . 0 is a Cauchy sequence in L 2 (v). The data we obtained agree with the conclusions of Theorems 2 and 3. In particular, we recall, again, that in the proof of the latter (cf. Piersanti [24] ), the following convergence was obtained (cf. equation (2)): z e k ! z e , inC 0 (½0, T ; L 2 (v)) as k ! 0: Table 3 . Displacement vectors at three random points of the middle surface of the shell at time instants t = 1:00 s and t = 1:20 s, with time step Dt = 0:01 s, and penalty parameters k = 10 À6 and k = 10 À12 .
Numerical experiments: conical shells
We conduct our second set of numerical tests in the case where the middle surface of the flexural shell under consideration is a portion of a cone (Figure 4 ).
v :¼ (y 1 , y 2 ) 2 R 2 ; 0\y 1 \p and 0:
where g 0 , the region of the boundary at which the clamping occurs, takes the form
In curvilinear coordinates (see Ciarlet [22] and also Chapter 8 of Ciarlet [41] ), the middle surface is given by the mapping u defined by u(y 1 , y 2 ) = (by 2 cos y 1 , by 2 sin y 1 , cy 2 ), where b . 0 and c . 0.
This means that the vanishing displacement field is contained in one generatrix of the conical shell. As initial conditions in Problem P e F (v), we take z 0 = z 1 = 0. Then the covariant basis of the tangent plane to u(v) at the point u(y 1 , y 2 ) is given by a 1 = (À by 2 sin y 1 , by 2 cos y 1 , 0),
The covariant components of metric tensors on u(v) are given by a 11 = a 1 Á a 1 = b 2 y 2 2 , a 21 = a 12 = 0,
The contravariant components of the first fundamental form of u(v) are given by so that we obtain a 1 = a 11 a 1 = À sin y 1 by 2 , cos y 1 by 2 , 0 ,
Since ∂ 1 a 1 = (À by 2 cos y 1 , À by 2 sin y 1 , 0),
Then the Christoffel symbols of u(v) are given by
We take the material parameters, including Young modulus, Poisson ratio and density, to be the same as those in Section 7. We take b = 0:20m and c = 0:40m.
We implement Newmark's scheme (equations (4) and (5)) by means of the software FreeFem+ + (cf. Hecht [39] ) and we visualise the results using ParaView (cf. Ahrens et al. [40] ). In our experiments we use a mesh made of 4500 elements, as displayed in Figure 5 .
For conducting the numerical tests outputting Figure 6 , we make use of the following announced parameters: We consider the following dynamic loads: The deformations of the shell at different times are shown in Figure 6 for a time step Dt = 0:01 s. We observe that the clamping occurs at the left generatrix of the cylinder. 
Final remarks: numerical experiments for the elliptic membrane shell model
We conduct our third, and last, set of numerical tests in the case where the linearly elastic shell under consideration is an elliptic membrane shell (cf. Section 7 of Piersanti [24] ).
Following the terminology proposed in Section 4.1 of Ciarlet [21] , such a shell is said to be an elliptic membrane shell if the following two additional assumptions are satisfied: first, g 0 = g, i.e., the homogeneous boundary condition of place is imposed over the entire lateral face g × Àe, e ½ of the shell, and second, its middle surface u(v) is elliptic, according to the definition given in Section 2. Note that the assumption g 0 = g implies that the space V K (v) introduced in Section 3 now reduces to
To begin with, we recall a crucial inequality that holds for elliptic surfaces (cf., e.g., Theorem 2.7-3 of Ciarlet [21] ). for all h = (h i ) 2 V M (v). Ã A natural formulation of a set of time-dependent two-dimensional equations (again, 'two-dimensional', in the sense that they are posed over the two-dimensional subset v) can be derived in the same way as in Section 3. Since the computation of the geometric entities introduced in Section 1 involves a lot of machinery, we simply limit ourselves to displaying the figures describing the evolution of the displacement magnitude over the middle surface under consideration. For performing the numerical experiments, we used the following parameters: We implement Newmark's scheme by means of the software FreeFem+ + (cf. e.g., Hecht [39] ) and we visualise the results in ParaView (cf., e.g., Ahrens et al. [40] ). We construct a mesh by relying on the potentialities of the software FreeFem+ +: More specifically, we indicate the compiler to divide the basis of the spherical cap into 100 arcs. The length of these arcs denotes the size of the mesh (see Figure 8 ).
We consider the following applied body force densities and surface force densities: p 1, e (t, y 1 , y 2 ) = 0, p 2, e (t, y 1 , y 2 ) = 0, p 3, e (t, y 1 , y 2 ) = sin (t):
The deformations of the shell at different times are shown in Figure 9 for a time step Dt = 0:01 s. In the experiments we conducted, we applied a scaling factor of order 10,000 in ParaView, to visualise a more progressive evolution of the displacement field magnitude. 
